
Request: Request: Request: Request: ““““I would like a series of 1d24 wilderness encounters. Monsters are fine, but I'd rather not see stereotypical monsters unless 

they are doing something more interesting than looking for prey. Kobold traders looking to trade their wares for metals, etc.” 
 

When you roll for a random wilderness encounter, there is a 10% chance of it being ‘unusual’. Roll 1d24 and consult the chart below. 
 

Various options for variations and interpretations of each encounter are included - use as much or as little as you need. Good luck! 

Where a random humanoid or player/civilised race is required, use this chart for inspiration, adjusting as appropriate for your game 

 

d10 roll Humanoid d6 roll Civilised Race 

1 Goblin 1 Human 
2 Kobold 2 Elf 
3 Hobgoblin 3 Dwarf 
4 Orc 4 Halfling 
5 Gnoll 5 Gnome 
6 Bugbear 6 Human 
7 Ogre   
8 Troglodyte   
9 Lizardfolk   

10 Centaur   
 

1d24 Encounter 

1 Adventurer Slayer - And Proud of It! 
A large tree is visible atop a hill near a road. A green dragon stands rampant next to the tree admiring its handiwork - the 
clawed and burnt corpses of band of adventurers strung up by nooses in its branches. The bodies are those of a female elven 
ranger, a male cleric, a male barbarian warrior, a female warrior and a red-robed male wizard. The adventurers’ possessions are 
grouped in a small crate near the base of the tree. A nervous artist, with easel and palette, is attempting to paint a portrait of 
the dragon next to its prize. 
Roll a reaction check appropriate for your system 

● If positive,If positive,If positive,If positive, the dragon will proudly and jovially, with much hyperbole,  boast of his conquests, and how he fought off the 
vicious adventurers that attack it and acquired several valuable trinkets for its hoard. A polite audience may be rewarded 
with an item from the adventurers’ former possessions. 

● If indifferent, If indifferent, If indifferent, If indifferent, the dragon will be mildly irritated by the intrusion and ask to be left alone, or even demand a suitable 
offering by way of apology. 

● If negative, If negative, If negative, If negative, the dragon will be determined to add more adventurers to its collection, unless it can be offered a valuable 
bribe. 

● If the dragon is slain, the artist will be out of pocket for his commission, and may take this up with the PCs, and indeed 
may become a persistent pest as unflattering caricatures of the PCs appear in local cities. 



2 Undead Womb 
There is a rustling in the undergrowth, and a large putrescent muscular sac flops out in front of the PCs. This is the undead 
womb of a creature that has been slain and eviscerated by a wight, released from its host with a sentience and hunger of its own. 
Roll twice on the regular wilderness encounter table for the current terrain. 

● The first random encounter result is the source creature to which the womb once belonged. This will be bloated and 
stretched beyond its normal size. 

● There is a 50% chance that the womb is occupied; if so there is a 25% chance it is occupied by an undead foetal form of 
the host creature (see below), and a 75% chance it is occupied by another random creature as determined by the second 
roll on the random encounter table. 

● The womb attacks as a large undead of equivalent HD to the original creature. An empty womb will attempt to engulf 
any target it hits. Once it has captured a target, the womb will flee and hide to gestate the victim over 1d4 days to be 
‘reborn’ as a wight. Full wombs can release their contents to aid them in battle, or aid their escape. Partially gestated 
creatures that are released will have been drained of 1d4 levels (if this takes the victim below 0 levels, they are released as 
a wight), and be under the control of the womb until the womb is slain. 

3 Water Seller 
A trader appears in the distance, alone and carrying on his back an oversized barrel that would appear far too heavy for one man 
to lift, yet he strides towards the party with ease. Various trinkets and empty vials jingle at his belt, as does a nozzle connected 
to the barrel at his back by a flexible hose. He greets the party cheerily, and calls out “Care to buy any water? This stuff is the 
best - pure as can be, and safer than any of that magically purified nonsense!” 

● The seller will provide a pint of water for 3 silver pieces, and has a seemingly unlimited supply. The water is pure, clean 
and refreshing, and will recover fatigue. 

● As he pours it from the nozzle he will mutter to himself “C’mon Wesley, just a drop!, A little more! That’s right! Good 
lad!” If questioned, he denies speaking, and doesn’t realise he was. 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: The barrel is a weightless magical item that can capture and contain a water elemental. If broken, or the nozzle 
is opened fully, the elemental is released and will attack all in range. An empty barrel can capture any water spirit by 
turning the nozzle to reverse. 

● Option Option Option Option 2: 2: 2: 2: The barrel is a weightless magical item that can capture and contain young children, and collect and desalinate 
their tears. If broken, 1d4 children are released, and will be from randomly determined races (one of them will be a young 
boy called Wesley). The barrel can contain up to 4 small young creatures, which are captured by reversing the nozzle. 

4 Loquacious Locations 
A creature of a random civilised race stands in the middle of the wilderness, looking puzzled and lost. Their clothing and 
equipment is exotic and from a distant faraway (randomly chosen) culture. They will beckon the PCs towards them to engage 
them in conversation and try to make themselves understood if the languages are very different. 

● Take a deep breath, and surreptitiously check your watch or start a timer... 
● The traveller will proceed to explain in an excited voice, talking nineteen-to-the-dozen, that he is a visitor from his distant 

homeland and has no idea where he is and could the PCs help him uncover where he is because he is ever so desperate 
to return home which is a wonderful place and the PCs should really visit if they have the chance as he would be glad to 
entertain them and introduce them to his family, and did they know his sister is betrothed to the prince of his country 
and oh the wedding really will be fabulous, so..... continue for as long as you can until you run out of words, or are 



interrupted by one of the players in character 
● Check your watch and/or stop the timer. The traveller has been cursed to travel randomly whenever he talks, and when 

the PCs next pay attention to their surroundings rather than him, they will find that they have changed. Check how many 
seconds you were able to speak for before being interrupted - count each second over 60 as ‘10’ and each over 120 for 133 
seconds the result would be 1930 (movement factor). 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: Travel in Space - Roll a d8 or scatter die to determine direction; the PCs and the traveller have been 
translocated a number of miles determined by the movement factor above in that corresponding direction. This may 
mean randomly generating new areas of your world map. If the destination indicates the centre of an ocean, the PCs will 
find themselves on a small uncharted island. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: Travel in Time - if you’re brave enough and the game can take it, the movement factor determined above 
relates to the number of days/years the PCs travel forward (1-3) or backwards (4-6) in time. Good luck! 

5 Limb Garden 
Up ahead, several limbs belonging to various different creatures are visible sticking up from the ground. The limbs are twisted 
and reach to the sky, but display no signs of decay or of having been eaten by local wildlife. If examined, each limb will have a 
pulse and bleed if cut, reacting to touch and pain as normal. However, if the limbs are dug up, there is no body attached, and 
they have all been severed cleanly above the shoulder or knee joint. 

● This site could just be a curiosity for the PCs to happen upon, and provide no further encounters. 
● Alternatively, if you want to have something develop from this, perhaps the location is close to a portal or planar node to 

the Positive Energy Plane and any dead body or body part left here is preserved indefinitely. PCs carrying open wounds 
will notice them close after 1d4 minutes in the area. 

● Option 1: Option 1: Option 1: Option 1: The Larder - roll on the standard wilderness encounter table; the resulting creature is using this strange effect 
to store food for later eating, and will happen upon any PCs that stay here after 2d6 minutes. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: Emergency Ice Box - the preservative effect is used by a local army, mercenary company or militia to keep 
limbs lost in battle for later reattachment by clerics or battlefield surgeons. Non-humanoid limbs are kept for food or 
trophies. After entering the site for 2d6 minutes, representatives of this force will arrive to confront the PCs. 

6 Sinkhole! 
A sinkhole 2d6 x 10 ft in diameter, 3d6 x 10 ft deep, is visible up ahead in the terrain, or alternatively forms beneath the PCs feet. 
The sinkhole might be enough of an encounter in itself, an excuse to throw in a dungeon or spelunking adventure, or use one of 
the options below. 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: Burrowing creature - roll on the standard wilderness encounter table; the sinkhole is caused by a burrowing 
variant of the resulting creature. Burrowing variants can move through loose earth at a third their normal speed, and 
claw attacks do an additional die of damage. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: Mining - a random humanoid tribe is mining the area, and have caused the sinkhole. The PCs fall in on their 
operations, and have to talk or fight their way out. 

● Option 3:Option 3:Option 3:Option 3: Treasure from the sky - a glowing object (roll on random treasure table, ignoring potions) is visible in the 
centre of the sinkhole, at ground level. How it got there, and how the PCs might recover it, is up to you. 

● Option 4:Option 4:Option 4:Option 4: Circular cult - the sinkhole is caused by a group of random humanoid cultists that link hands in a circle in a 
ritual to magically create the hole in the earth. To determine the number of cultists present, take the diameter 
determined above, multiply by 3 and divide by 5 e.g. 80 ft diameter corresponds to 48 cultists. The cultists will try and 



encircle the PCs and conjure a sinkhole to capture them. 

7 Bing the Hobbit 
A halfling in a dishevelled tuxedo, bowtie hanging loose about his neck, lies groaning on the ground. A half empty bottle of liquor 
is clutched in his hand. He has little memory of who he is or how he got there, but is pleasant and amiable. He remembers being 
a famous crooner, and is keen to get back to civilisation. 

● With a successful reaction check appropriate for your system, he will agree to follow the PCs, and act as a henchman. His 
friendly nature grants a bonus to any reaction checks with further NPCs the PCs meet, although his propensity for 
humming and singing to himself will impose a penalty to any stealthy actions. 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: Bing is wanted by a group of mercenaries for gambling debts that he accrued in a local city. The PCs will 
encounter these thugs in 1d6 days. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: Bing is being hunted by a wealthy noble who is the angry father or jealous fiance of a past romantic liaison. 
Men hired to find Bing will find the PCs in 1d6 days. 

● Option 3: Option 3: Option 3: Option 3: Bing is or was due to perform at a local important event (coronation, ambassadorial visit, etc) and skipped 
town. Those desperate for his return or to punish him for the embarrassment will find the PCs in 1d6 days. 

8 Invisible Wall 
An invisible wall, 1d6 x 5 ft long and 1 ft high, crosses the PCs path. There is a 50% chance an unaware PC trips over the wall. 
The wall is made from invisible bricks of (roll 1d6) 1111: Clay,    2222: Granite, 3333: Iron, 4444:Limestone, 5555: Wood, 6666: Precious metal. This may 
be enough of an encounter in itself, or can be embellished by the following. 

● Option 1: Option 1: Option 1: Option 1: Fey builders have left the bricks here for some other construction they are planning, and will be upset at any 
damage or theft wrought by the PCs. 

● Option 2: Option 2: Option 2: Option 2: Tiny sprites and pixies wait either side of the wall with raised spears to attack any that fall over their trap. PCs 
that are tripped by the wall must also save against a magical poison atop the spears that will send them into a deep 
slumber. 

9 Haunted Gallows 
At a crossroads, or overgrown in the ruins of a settlement, stands a gallows, its aged wooden frame bloated with damp. The 
spirits of the criminals it once saw to their deaths have instilled their unearthly venom into the frame, and given it a malevolent 
sentience of its own. The gallows will remain stationary to catch the PCs unaware when they get close. 

● The gallows attacks as an animated object or golem, but due to its possession by undead spirits is subject to clerical 
magic and abilities. The multiple spirits in control mean that it can only be turned if subjected to 2d4 successful turning 
attempts (equivalent to a spectre). 

● The gallows has several options to attack, including bludgeoning or trampling its foes. On a critical hit, the target PC is 
caught in one of its 4 nooses, and will be drained one level per round whilst held. As a ranged attack, the nooses can be 
detached and sent off to ensnare a target at a distance. 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: The possessing spirits are of evil villainous criminals who will possess the bodies of any PCs it slays. The only 
mark of this possession is a red welt around the neck. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: The possessing spirits are of those unjustly killed by a local tyrant, and the only way to truly put the spirits to 
rest will be to exact justice or revenge upon the evil ruler. 

 



10 Corpse Carrion 
The putrefying bloated corpse of a (roll 1d4) 1:1:1:1: purple worm, 2:2:2:2: kraken, 3: 3: 3: 3: diplodocus, 4:4:4:4: roc lies in an undignified heap. A tribe 
of random humanoids dances around the corpse, seemingly celebrating their victory in slaying the giant beast. On seeing the 
PCs, the tribe will be emboldened by their recent display of prowess, and will stand tall in the face of any attempts to threaten 
them. Roll a reaction check to see how the humanoids react. Regardless of whether combat or dialogue ensues, after 1d4 minutes, 
a swarm of vermin and carrion will descend upon the area, lured by the decay. This swarm will consist of 5d10 beetles, rats, 
vultures etc, with a 10% chance of also including a larger predator (use the standard wilderness encounter table). 

11 Mimic Slaver 
A wagon pulled by two mangy ponies appears in the distance. The wagon carries a large cage, in which 1d4 slaves of random 
races are visible, held in a stupor and unresponsive to their surroundings. The slave master sits atop one of the ponies, nudging 
it forward with his knees, and does not respond to any questions. 

● The wagon, ponies and slaver are in fact all parts of the same creature - and advanced form of mimic (+4 HD) that can 
adopt the shape of a slaver wagon. This will only be apparent on close inspection (the metal looks dull, the slaver is 
joined to his saddle and pony, tetc). 

● A PC that attacks the pony, slaver or wagon in melee risks being stuck fast, as with a normal mimic. A successful 
appropriate check allows the mimic to deposit any adhered creatures into the ‘cage’ in its rear, where they must save vs. 
poison each round or fall into an unresponsive stupor. Every 1d4 rounds they will also take 1d4 points of damage as they 
are slowly digested. 

● On death, the mimic falls apart and releases any captured slaves/PCs. Freed slaves will be very grateful, but need help 
returning to civilisation 

12 Visions of Undeath 
A 10 ft square patch of wilderness has a strange effect on any who pass through it - whilst in the area, they appear as though 
they are skeleton or zombie versions of themselves. There is a 20% chance if this encounter is rolled of there being another 
creature within this area when the PCs arrive. Roll on the standard wilderness encounter chart to determine the type of creature. 
If there is no such creature, there is a 33% chance per PC that one of them happens to pass through the area as they travel. 

● OptioOptioOptioOption 1: n 1: n 1: n 1: the effect is illusionary and only visual. Why a mage created this effect is up to you. 
● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: the effect is real, and whilst in the area any living creature actually becomes undead. Their sentience is 

unaffected. This could be due to proximity to a planar node or gate to an entropic plane. 

13 One-armed Bandit 
Stood in the middle of the wilderness is a metallic golem with only one arm, raised as though in a salute. There are few other 
features on the golem, save for a closed panel on its chest, and a small slot for a mouth. There are no markings of ownership on 
the golem, and it appears to have been stood here for a long time. 

● The golem is a form of fruit machine. When a gold piece is placed in the mouth, the chest panel opens to reveal three 
tumblers covered in various arcane symbols. If the arm is pulled down, the tumblers spin for a few moments, before 
drawing to a halt, lining the symbols up horizontally across its chest. 

● Roll 3d10 and red the results from the dice as they fall from left to right. This represents the symbols on the tumblers. If 
the numbers read from left to right run up or down in numerical order (i.e. 3,4,5 or 8,7,6 etc), the golem will reward the 
PC with 1,000 gp. There is a 10% chance of an internal misfire when ejecting the reward from its mouth, causing the 



coins to fly out at great speed, doing 5d6 damage to all in front of the golem.  
● If the three numbers rolled above all match, consult the following table to determine the reward. 

a.a.a.a. All 1’s:All 1’s:All 1’s:All 1’s: A large cherry appears in the PC’s hand, and they will instinctively know that if thrown, the cherry will 
explode as a 5d6 fireball. 

b.b.b.b. All 2’s: All 2’s: All 2’s: All 2’s: A large lemon appears in the PC’s hand, and they will instinctively know that juicing the lemon will cause 
the mouths of all other than the PC to pucker and water uncontrollably for 2d6 rounds. 

c.c.c.c. All 3’s: All 3’s: All 3’s: All 3’s: The golem will intone “Hold your plums” and kick the PC in the groin for 1d6 damage, before vanishing. 
d.d.d.d. All 4’s: All 4’s: All 4’s: All 4’s: The image of a glowing bell will appear above the PC’s head, and persist for 1 week. If the PC is ever 

subject to surprise, ambush, or traps, the bell will ring to give warning. 
e.e.e.e. All 5’s: All 5’s: All 5’s: All 5’s: A large watermelon appears in the PC’s hands and they will instinctively know that smashing the melon 

with a hammer will cause all watching other than the PC to laugh uncontrollably for 2d6 rounds. 
f.f.f.f. All 6’s: All 6’s: All 6’s: All 6’s: A large pear appears in the PC’s hands and they will instinctively know that eating the pair will conjure a 

duplicate of themselves which will follow instructions for 2d6 rounds before disappearing. 
g.g.g.g. All 7’s: All 7’s: All 7’s: All 7’s: The PC has the ability to immediately swap any two of his characteristics. The decision must be made 

immediately, or the chance is lost. 
h.h.h.h. All 8’s: All 8’s: All 8’s: All 8’s: The PC gains the ability to stop time for all but himself for 2d6 rounds. This ability can only be used one, 

but can be activated at any time. 
i.i.i.i. All 9’s: All 9’s: All 9’s: All 9’s: The PC becomes paranoid about gambling and taking risks, and will err on the side of caution where 

possible. Whenever the PC attempts something risky and out of the ordinary, they must roll for the result twice 
and take the worse outcome. This curse can be dispelled. 

j.j.j.j. All 0’s: All 0’s: All 0’s: All 0’s: JACKPOT! The golem dispenses 10,000 gp., As above, for each 1,000 gp dispensed, there is a 10% chance of 
the misfire occurring. The golem will collapse in on itself and vanish after this result. 

● Roll for a random encounter for every second go the PCs have whilst playing with the one-armed bandit. 

14 Stone-to-Flesh 
The PCs notice an unpleasant smell in the air, and find small lumps of flesh, scattered over the terrain and slowly rotting amidst 
a swarm of maggots and flies. Small vermin and scavengers are also visible but scatter at the PCs approach. Travelling further, 
some larger lumps of flesh become visible. 

● This effect is caused by a variant strain of (roll 1d3) 1: 1: 1: 1: basilisk, 2: 2: 2: 2: gorgon, or 3: 3: 3: 3: medusa that rather than turning flesh to 
stone, turns any stone to flesh. As well as natural stone, this includes gemstones. All other abilities are as described. 

● Depending on the terrain, this might make travel quite difficult for the PCs. On rocky ground that is transformed, 
movement is halved with a risk of falling prone, and on pebbly or cobbled ground movement rate is quartered. The 
chance of further random encounters in flesh-strewn terrain is increased significantly depending on the amount of 
transformed stone. 

15 Word Thief 
A neatly dressed traveller of random race greets the PCs. As he speaks, be sure never to use the same word twice in his dialogue 
- unless a PC has since used that word. The traveller will try and get the PCs to speak with him for as long as possible, especially 
those that speak new languages, and if any are spell-casters will encourage or provoke them to cast spells (through subterfuge if 
necessary). 



● The traveller has the supernatural ability to steal words from PCs vocabulary. Whenever a PC talks in character, any time 
that attempt to use the same word for a second time in dialogue with the traveller, they must make a Save vs. Spells to 
retain the use of that word. Do not tell the player immediately what the effect is - see if they can work out what triggers 
the saving throw. This might work well with a buzzer or bleep sound effect from your phone - so that any words that are 
stolen from their vocabulary can be bleeped out by the DM. 

● Spells cast in earshot of the traveller have a 50% chance of success and, whether successful or not, can be stolen and 
used by the traveller. Stolen spells may not be relearnt or cast by the PC. 

● The traveller will engage the PCs in dialogue for as long as he feels safe, and then attempt to flee - using any stolen spell 
effects as necessary. The death of the traveller will return all stolen vocabulary and spells to their rightful mouths. 

16 Potion Tree 
The PCs come across a strangely out-of-place tree, uncommon in the terrain or climate. Within its branches sit 2d4 potion vials, 
suspended from the tree like fruit. Each potion has a random effect, determined from the relevant treasure table. There are no 
obvious seeds to be taken from the tree, although knowledgeable PCs may be able to take cuttings, with varying success. 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: The tree may be frequented by other adventurers, who guards its potions jealously and will confront any PCs 
that take fruit or damage the plant. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: The tree is cultivated and tended by a powerful druid or mage, who will punish any they find taking its fruit. 

17 No Bodies Home! 
A pile of clothing and equipment belonging to (roll 1d4) 1: 1: 1: 1: adventurers, 2:2:2:2: militia, 3: 3: 3: 3: traders or 4: 4: 4: 4: humanoids, lies on the ground 
in a heap - as though the owners just vanished from within their outfits. Roll on an equipment table to determine what the PCs 
might find within their belongings. Tracks belonging to the previous owners lead up to the site, but there is no sign of tracks 
heading away. 

● Option 1:Option 1:Option 1:Option 1: The vanishing - these people just disappeared! Play on the players’ paranoia - be sure to ask who touches or 
takes what items, even though none are cursed in any way. 

● Option 2:Option 2:Option 2:Option 2: The previous owners were shrunk or disintegrated by an insane magic-user. Emblems on the equipment mark 
any PC that takes it as a target for the magic-user to hunt at a later date. 

18 Trebuchet Tribulations 
The PCs come across a group of random humanoids in the midst of building a trebuchet. The humanoids will defend their 
creation to the death, and use it to attack any that approach. The trebuchet can fire once every other round. Depending on the 
nature and ingenuity of the humanoid, the effectiveness and projectiles used will vary - for examples, kobolds will build a more 
reliable machine to fling pebbles at the PCs, whereas ogres will create a less accurate trebuchet but that can launch a heavier 
payload. 

19 Rugby Ruckus 
The sound of cheering and chanting can be heard from some distance, coming from a group of 15 random humanoids, all 
dressed to play one of the following sports (roll 1d6) 1: 1: 1: 1: soccer, 2: 2: 2: 2: shinty/hockey, 3:3:3:3: rugby/football, 4:4:4:4: lacrosse, 5: 5: 5: 5: cricket/baseball, 
6:6:6:6: curling/bowling. Roll a reaction check appropriate for your system 

● If positive,If positive,If positive,If positive, the humanoids are in good spirits and will challenge the PCs to a game. The humanoids will be rough but fair, 
although this may change depending on the score. 

● If indifferent, If indifferent, If indifferent, If indifferent, the humanoids will ignore the PCs and keep training and playing, unless interrupted. 



● If negative, If negative, If negative, If negative, the humanoids will riot and attack the PCs. They will be highly proficient in the use of their sporting 
equipment, and using balls as ranged weapons will do 1d6 damage with a chance of knocking the wind out of the target 
(save vs. stun). 

20 Pilgrimage 
The PCs cross paths with a group of random humanoid cultists carrying a litter or palanquin, in which sits a religious icon or 
totem. Roll 1d6 on the table below to determine the nature of the deity depicted by the icon. This will also determine how the 
humanoids react to the PCs, and any bonuses they may gain for that encounter. 

1111 God of WarGod of WarGod of WarGod of War - the humanoids will seek to bathe the totem in the blood of their enemies. They gain a +2 bonus to attack 
and damage whilst the icon is intact. 

2222 Goddess of FertilityGoddess of FertilityGoddess of FertilityGoddess of Fertility - the humanoid tribe is suffering from a lack of new offspring and will not look to risk any of their 
number in combat. If provoked, the icon will be activated to cause an orgy of passion, rutting and raw sexual prowess 
amongst all within 60 ft, regardless of species. 

3333 Goddess of AgricultureGoddess of AgricultureGoddess of AgricultureGoddess of Agriculture - the humanoids are making a pilgrimage to pray for a better harvest. They will not instigate an 
attack, but if threatened will activate the icon which will cause plant life to sprout from the ground and entangle their 
foes.  

4444 God of HedonismGod of HedonismGod of HedonismGod of Hedonism - the palanquin and icon itself will be very valuable and made from precious metals, inlaid with jewels 
and laden with fruit and sweetmeats. The humanoids will not seek a fight, but will guard this pilgrimage fiercely, and due 
to their relaxed hedonistic ways all have an extra hit dice above normal. 

5555 God of the NightGod of the NightGod of the NightGod of the Night - the litter is extremely dark in nature, and the humanoids all wear black robes. They will happily slay 
any who cross them, attempting to keep some alive long enough to sacrifice by impaling on the totem. The icon has the 
power to blind one target a round, at the directions of a cultist. 

6666 Goddess of DecayGoddess of DecayGoddess of DecayGoddess of Decay - the litter is laden with detritus, rotting vegetation and putrefaction. All attacks made by the 
humanoids in defense of their icon will inflict disease in their targets. The humanoids themselves are immune to all 
disease, poisons and afflictions in the presence of the icon. 

21 Bacchanalia 
The sounds of laughter, dancing and merriment are carried on the wind the ears of the PCs. A satyr is leading a tribe of 
humanoids in drunken revelry, and will attempt to get any PC they meet to join in. 

● Anyone drinking or eating what the satyr or his humanoids offers must save against spells to avoid being drawn into the 
bacchanalia, and loose all concern for any activity other than merriment and debauchery. PCs swept along with the 
revelry will awake in 2d4 days with little memory of intervening events - they will have lost all coins they carried, and 
have lost a level due to the drunkenness. 

● Allies can prevent those that fail their save from being taken by pinning them down (although the fellow revellers will 
attempt to stop this) or bartering with the satyr. 

22 Tattoo Artist 
A gaily coloured tent is set up in the wilderness, bunting fluttering in the breeze. A sign written in calligraphy reads ‘Tattoo 
Parlour’. This is the workshop of a gentleman named Biff Byford, an experienced tattoo artist. He will happily create tattoos for 
the PCs for a modest fee, and can even embed certain spells into his art, although this costs significantly more. 

● There is a 50% chance that when the PCs arrive, Biff is in an argument with an irate customer (random race or 



humanoid) over the art or non-payment of fees. The PCs may have to come to the artists aid. 

23 Call the Midwife! 
The PCs come across a large creature in the midst of a difficult labour. Its cries can be heard at a distance, and is seems clear 
that without aid the creature and its child will likely bleed to death. Roll on the standard wilderness encounter table to determine 
which creature is met, or use the following chart (roll 1d6) 1:1:1:1: Mammoth, 2:2:2:2: Pegasus, 3: 3: 3: 3: Giant, 4:4:4:4: Manticore, 5:5:5:5: Griffon, 6:6:6:6: Rust 
Monster. 

● Depending on the nature and intelligence of the creature, it may be able to thank the PCs for help. Alternatively, the 
young may imprint on the PC that delivers it and become a loyal follower. 

● To determine how successful the PCs are as midwives if they do decide to help, roll some dice. 

24 Humanoid Traders 
The PCs come across a band of random humanoids looking to trade their wares. Determine the humanoid on the table above, 
and the wares and markup/attitude of the traders on the table below (roll 2d10) 

 

d10 Trade good High quality if trader is of 

race... 
d10 Attitude/Markup/Provenance 

1 Spices Troglodyte 1 Goods spoilt or tainted 

2 Metal ore Hobgoblin 2 Goods will decay in 1d4 days 

3 Lumber Centaur 3 Hard negotiator 

4 Ivory Bugbear 4 Fair price offered 

5 Monster Parts Ogre 5 Low demand for good in area 

6 Salt Gnoll 6 Goods hide smuggled cargo 

7 Ice Lizardfok 7 Exceptional quality goods 

8 Weapons Kobold 8 Good quality, at a low price 

9 Oil Orc 9 Goods are stolen and marked 

10 Tobacco Goblin 10 Desperate to do trade  

 

 
 


